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Abstract— This paper presents effective heuristics to solve
GRWA problem where the objective is to minimize network cost.
We present our greedy, tabu search and rounding off column
generation based heuristics and we test them on some instances
to make some comparison.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In optical networks with grooming capability, many streams
can share the same lightpath. This lead to an efficient use
of network bandwidth but can increase network cost because
of the expensive equipments that have to be installed at
nodes. Then the grooming, routing and wavelength assignment
problem has become a big issue.
Many authors have studied the case where the objective is to
maximize the number of accepted requests [14] [13] [12] [10]
but the network cost is actually the main objective function
to optimize [4] [11] [3] [5] [9] [1] [10] [8] [2] [13] [12] [6]
[7] because of the increase of the available bandwidth with
WDM equipment. In parallel, network were first build as ring
[4] [11] [3] [5] [9] [2] [10] [7] but mesh topology [8] [1] [14]
[13] [12] [6] [7], which is more flexible with multiple paths
available, get more interest for research. Moreover the single
hop routing, as in RWA, is replaced by multi-hop routing [4]
[3] [5] [9] [8] [1] [14] [13] [12] [7], to allow the grooming
of requests with different end points. Grooming requests with
the same granularity, e.g, four requests on a wavelength [4]
[11] [3] [5] [9] [2] [10] [8] [1], was replaced by traffic
with different granularities belonging to standard bandwidth
value, e.g., OC-1, OC-3, OC-12, OC-48, [14] [13] [12] [6]
[7]. The GRWA is very difficult to solve by exact method
(mathematical programming) because of its complexity, so
mathematical formulation are only provided used for very little
instances and heuristics are used to build good solutions.
Under general assumptions for the network topology and
the traffic, we develop three heuristics to solve the GRWA.
The objective is to minimize the overall number of network
optical ports while satisfying the traffic demand. We restrict
the number of optical hops to two in order to minimize the
regeneration delay.
The greedy heuristic try to build a feasible solution by adding
requests to the network iteratively. The Tabu Search is a local
search where the next candidate is selected from a pool of
solutions obtained by slightly modify the current solution. The
rounding off uses column generation process and iteratively
select a column, which correspond to the routing on a single

wavelength, to build a GRWA solution.
After introducing the GRWA problem in more details we
will describe our heuristics, that will be compared after some
computational expirements on some instances. We finish by
some conclusions and remarks.

II. STATEMENT OF THE GRWA PROBLEM

Given an optical network with grooming capability, we try
to assign an optical path, i.e., a physical path and a wavelength
to each request of the traffic demand, so as to minimize the
network cost, counted as the overall number of optical port.
We will assume general topology network with uniform wave-
length capacityU , e.g., OC-192, and uniform number of
wavelengthW per optical fiber. There are two directed optical
fibers between each connected node. Traffic granularity are
OC-1,3,12 and 48, and there can have many requests with
the same granularity and end-points. In view of modeling the
Internet traffic, we will consider asymmetrical traffic, meaning
that the uploading and downloading traffic between two nodes
can be different. We assume that there is no wavelength
conversion and no bifurcated flows, i.e., each request is routed
over an unique optical path on an unique wavelength.
Let us consider an optical network represented by a graph
G = (V, A) with node setV where each node is associated
with a node of the physical network, and arc setA where
each arc is associated with a directional optical fiber link of
the physical network. Letn = |V | and m = |A|. The traffic
is given by a three dimensionaln × n × |T | matrix D, with
T = {1, 3, 12, 48} the set of standard granularities, where each
elementDsdt defines the number of requests with a granularity
OC-t betweens andd or equivalently, the(s, d, t) demand.

This study further assumes that signal regeneration occurs
on the same wavelength whenever there will be anO/E/O
conversion and the optical path must be composed by less
thanH optical hops.

In summary, the constraints of the GRWA are :

• Demand covering.Each traffic requested must be granted.
• Fiber capacity.No more thanW wavelengths are avail-

able on each directional fiber link.
• Wavelength capacity.The overall bandwidth of the re-

quests groomed on a given fiber link and a given wave-
length cannot exceed the capacityU .

• Optical-Electrical-Optical (OEO) conversions.The signal
must be converted to electric whenever the grooming



needs to be modified (adding or dropping a traffic stream,
merging or splitting several streams). Otherwise, the
signal remains in the optical domain. This is called an
“optical bypass” (or simply bypass).

• Wavelength continuity.The signal must be regenerated
on the same wavelength after each OEO conversion at an
intermediate node.

• Port installation. In order to perform the OEO conver-
sions, a port must be installed at each endpoint of an
optical hop.

• Optical hops.The number of optical hops in a optical
path is bounded byH .

III. G ROOMING PREPROCESSING, POTENTIAL PATHS AND

SORTING FUNCTIONS

Grooming preprocessing:as the number of requests can be
very large, increasing the number of routing and grooming
patterns, the set of feasible solutions should be reduce to focus
our search on good potential solutions. We fix some grooming
decisions by aggregate requests with same(s, d), they will be
route on the same optical path.
We noteDsd =

∑

t∈T Dsdt the total demand for the(s, d)
pair, then:
• Maximal traffic aggregation: requests for the(s, d) pair

are replaced byDsd

U
requests that required one OCU ,

call tunneland one request that required OCDsd%U . For
instance, ifU = 192 and Dsd = 211, new requests for
(s, d) pair will be an OC192 and an OC29.

• Partial traffic aggregation: we only try to build tunnels,
the remainder, OC29 in the previous example, is not
aggregated.

The goal of such preprocessing is to groom requests like they
would be in an optimal solution. So we create as much as
possible tunnels because they always use only two ports as
they are routed on single hop optical path. Note that maximal
aggregation gives a lower number of requests but the partial
aggregation keep more flexibility in the routing decisions.
Granularity multiplicity permits to perform both aggregations,
i.e., the disaggregate solution will always satisfy GRWA
constraints.

Potential paths: for each (s, d) pairs, we createPmax

potential paths inPsd. Pmax is a parameter that can be
adjusted depending on the number of nodes, of arcs and the
density of the network. Potential paths are the firstPmax

shortest paths, in number of arcs. As traffic aggregation,
fixing a limited number of path for each requests reduce
the solution space and the use of shortest paths allow us to
focus on good routing decision as more longer paths are not
expected to be in an optimal solution.

Request sorting function:in greedy and tabu search heuris-
tics we will need to add a list of requests to a partial solution
to build a solution. The order of the requests can influence the
quality of the new solution so we have to use sorting function
that depend on:

• requests bandwidth requirement,
• length of the shortest path.

We have use four sorting functions:
• sortl+d() sorts requests by increasing length of the short-

est shortest path and then by decreasing bandwidth re-
quirement.

• sortl−d() sorts requests by decreasing length of the
shortest shortest path and then by decreasing bandwidth
requirement.

• sortdl−() sorts requests by decreasing bandwidth require-
ment and then by increasing length of the shortest shortest
path.

• sortdl+() sorts requests by decreasing bandwidth require-
ment and then by increasing length of the shortest shortest
path.

Those functions aim to use the lower network capacity possi-
ble. When we sort the list of requests, tunnels are always at
the beginning of the list and they are sorted by increasing or
decreasing length of the shortest shortest path; for tunnels we
only have to choose their optical path as there are not groomed
with other requests.

IV. GREEDY HEURISTIC

Greedy heuristic is an iterative process where a requests
is added to the partial solution at each iteration without
changing previous iterations decisions. We can perform the
traffic aggregation prior to the greedy and also sort the listof
requests. Requests are added to the network in the order of the
sorted list of requests and for each requestr, we test available
optical paths, i.e., each (path, wavelength) pairs:
for each available pathp from 1 to Psd:

for each available wavelengthsλ from 1 to W

test the attractibility of(p, λ) for r.
The attractibility is the inverse of the evaluation function

value:
feval(p, λ) = number of ports added +β× capacity violation.
We select the optical path with no more thanH optical
hops that gives the minimum value of the evaluation function
but priority is given to optical paths that satisfy capacity
constraints, i.e., whenever there is an optical path that satisfy
capacity constraints, we select it so as to always try to find a
feasible solution.
When two solutions have the same attractibility, we select
the ones with the lower number of optical hops because the
number of optical hops is expected to grow up when we will
add other requests, making the number of feasible optical path
lower.
The solution obtained can be infeasible, i.e., it can happenthat
the capacity constraints are violated.

V. TABU SEARCH

The tabu search is a local search based heuristic where
the next candidate is selected in the neighborhood of the
current solution and gives the best value of an evaluation
function, eventually different from the objective function. It
allows to deteriorate the evaluation function to escape from a



local optimal solution and keep in memory previous solution
attributes to avoid cycling on the same solutions.
To build the neighborhood of the current solution, we use
moves, that are slightly modification of the current solution.
We will use three different moves to allow our tabu search to
not only intensificate the search in a potentially good solution
space area but also to diversicate the search to visit solution
with different routing pattern.
The first solution of the tabu search is the solution of the
greedy heuristic that can be infeasible. This is another feature
of our tabu search that allow the current solution to be infea-
sible (capacity violation) so that we can cross an infeasible
solution space instead of to go round it and increase the
distance to travel.
Our tabu search is composed of three phases:

• Removing port (intensification)
• Moving tunnel (diversification)
• Moving requests causing capacity violation (feasibility

recovering)

A. Port move

We define the port move of our tabu search as the removing
of an existing port by re-routing requests that use this port.
This aims to improve the objective function by removing ports
that seems to be useless or not well used. This move is used
in the removing port phase.
Selecting the port to remove:we use two criterion to select
the port to be removed:

• the port that gives the greater percentage of transit
requests.

• the port that gives the greater percentage of demand use
for transit requests.

Those two criteria aim to evaluate the good use of ports, transit
requests are not expected to pass through a port.
Re-routing requests when we have selected the port to
remove, we determine requests that have to be re-routed to
remove this port. We have two criteria:

• Re-route all requests that use this port.
• Re-route the minimal number of requests to create a

bypass.

Those two methods differ in the number of requests to re-
route, the second has the advantage to keep a bypass.
The rerouting of requests is done in the same way as in the
greedy heuristic.
Tabu List: we keep in memory the lastTABU1 port removed
and forbid to re-create them.

B. Rerouting of Single Hop Tunnels

To diversicate the explored solution space, we reroute some
tunnels, i.e., we change their optical path. We use the same
evaluation function as in greedy heuristic. This move is used
in the rerouting tunnels phase.
The port removing is not expected to produce tunnels rerouting
because they use well their port. So if we want to make room
for others requests and thus diversicate the explored space, we

have to explicitly reroute them.
Tabu List: We keep in memory the lastTABU2 tunnels
rerouted and forbid to re-route them one the same optical path.

C. Connection move

This move consists in changing the optical path of some
request, that is change its path or / and its wavelength. This
move is used in theremoving port phase. To reroute the request
we act as in the greedy heuristic, i.e., we search for the optical
path giving the best evaluation function. The only difference
is that we use tabu status to forbid some optical path but they
are removed if the solution is better than the best solution ever
visited. Even are broken by selecting the (path, wavelength)
that gives the minimum number of hops.
Tabu List: we keep in memory the lastTABU3 requests
rerouted and forbid to re-route them one the same optical path.

D. Feasible vs infeasible solution

During the tabu search we may select solutions that do
not satisfy capacity constraints. As we want to find the best
feasible solution possible, we increase the capacity violation
penaltyβ if we select an non-admissible solution. However it’s
not obvious that increasing indefinitely the penalty will insure
that the search will select an admissible solution. This is why
we have to restore admissibility using a special phase, that,
starting from an infeasible solution, search for an admissible
solution.
Restore phase:We select the (arc, wavelength) with the
greater capacity violation and re-route requests that use this
(arc, wavelength). Requests are sorted and we add them on
(path, wavelength) that have enough capacity and leads to a
number of hops lower thanH . We use the objective function
to select the new optical path. Even are broken by selecting
the (path, wavelength) that gives the minimum number of hops
and tabu status is always remove.

E. Multiphase Tabu

There are three phases in our Multiphase Tabu:

• The first phase, is composed of port moves. This phase
is the intensification phase that search for good solution
by trying to decrease the number of blades.

• The second phase is the diversification phase that reroute
tunnels that would not be reroute with the first phase.

• The third phase is the feasibility recovering phase that
move requests that are on (arc, wavelength) where there
is violation of the capacity constraints.

Stopping criteria

1) number of iterations in thei phase greater thanITERi,
2) number of iterations with an infeasible solution greater

thanITERI
max,

3) number of iterations without decreasing the number of
blades greater thanITERobj .

The third stopping criteria is not used for the feasibility
recovering phase because we only focus to decrease the
capacity constraint violation. The multiphase tabu stop ifwe



have perform more thanITERmax iterations.

β updating The penalty of the capacity constraint violation
is update during the process to take in account the feasibility
of explored solutions:

• If the solution choose in the phase 1 and 2 is infeasible:
β := β × 2, to make infeasible solutions less attractive,

• If the current solution is feasible during four iterations:
β := β

2 .
We begin the Multiphase Tabu by the port phase to decrease

the number of blades. If this phase stop because of criteria 1
or 3, then we perform the tunnel rerouting phase, else we
perform feasibility recovering phase.
When the tunnel rerouting phase is stopped because of criteria
1 or 3 and the solution is feasible then we perform phase 1, if
the solution is infeasible we perform phase 3 to try to recover
feasibility. If the the tunnel rerouting phase is stopped because
of criteria 2, we perform phase 3.
When the infeasibility recovering phase stop, we always
perform phase 1.

VI. M ATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Our formulation of the GRWA is based on the Dantzig-
Wolfe decomposition that exhibit a subsystem of equations
that can be more tractable than the whole problem, and use
these subsystem to define variables of the so-calledmaster
program. The motivation of this kind of reformulation is that
it gives a better LP relaxation bound and remove symmetry
(same solution represented by multiple indices permutations).
As we have made the assumption of wavelength continuity
we can decompose the problem over each wavelength, the
subsystem defines a potential routing pattern on a wavelength.
We define theindependent routing configuration(IRC) as a
traffic pattern that can be carried out on a single wavelength
over the optical network in partial fulfillment of the connection
requests. It satisfies wavelength capacity, OEO conversions,
port installation and optical hop constraints (defining the
subsystem). LetC be the set of IRCs, for each IRCc ∈ C,
we define its traffic pattern byxc

sdt that gives total traffic for
any (s, d, t) demand. The costcostc of IRC c represents the
number of port installations in the configuration.
We also implicitly allows exchanges of larger granularity
traffic into smaller granularity one, for the same(s, d), to
stabilize the column generation process. It leads to scale
the reward for(s, d, t) demand so as to give easier column
generation process.
The definition of IRCs can be further restricted tomaximal
proper IRCs. An IRC ismaximal if it cannot carry anymore
traffic than it does without increasing its cost. It isproper if
the traffic it carries does not exceed cumulative demand, i.e.,

∑

t′∈T :t′≤t

t′ xc
sdt′ ≤

∑

t′∈T :t′≤t

t′ Dsdt′ t ∈ T. (1)

The motivation for these restrictions is to accelerate the
convergence of the column generation procedure.
A given IRC can be reused for different wavelengths on the

network as long as the number of available wavelengths is not
exceeded. Thus, a solution to GRWA can be viewed as stack
of up to W IRCs each of which using its own wavelength.

[GCSTAB] min zGCSTAB =
∑

c∈C

costc γc (2)

∑

c∈C

∑

t′∈T :t′≥t

t′

t
xc

sdt′ γc ≥
∑

t′∈T,t′≥t

t′

t
Dsdt′ (s, d, t) ∈ Kd

(3)
∑

c∈C

γc ≤ W (4)

γc ∈ N c ∈ C (5)

The cumulative demand for granularitiest′ ≥ t (3), ex-
pressed inOC-t units must be covered, we can take multiple
copies of the same IRC (5), but no more thanW IRC (4)
because of fiber capacity.

VII. C OLUMN GENERATION

The formulation [GCSTAB] has typically an exponential
number of columns (variables), one for each IRC. The column
generation process, that solve the LP relaxation of[GCSTAB]
(replacing constraint (5) byγc ≥ 0), begins with a restricted
set of columns (IRCs) and gives optimal dual prices to the
pricing problem to return a column with negative reduced
cost (candidate to be in the optimal solution). If the pricing
returns a column with negative reduced cost, it is added to
the restricted master and the process reiterate, otherwisethe
process stop.
The formulation of the pricing is:

ρ = min
c∈C

costc−
∑

(s,d,t)∈Kd





∑

t′∈T :t′≤t

t′

t
νsdt′



xc
sdt +σ (6)

Whereνsdt′ (resp.σ) are dual prices of constraints (3) (resp.
4).

VIII. P RICING PROBLEM

The efficiency of the method depend on our capacity to
modelize the subsystem defining an IRC. We first define a
Minimal Independent Routing Configurationas an IRC that
cannot be split into two sets of optical hop with no flow
from the first set using optical hop of the other. A MIRC
satisfies wavelength capacity constraints and port installation
constraints. It will define our routing pattern. As there area
lot of different MIRCs we will use only basic ones, which
are expected to be in a good solution: optical hop between
s and d will define single hopMIRC and will satisfy only
(s, d) traffic, an optical path with a stop at nodei will define
two hopsMIRCs and will satisfy traffic(s, d), (s, i) and(i, d)
traffic. A MIRC m ∈ M will be define by its costcostm, its
traffic indicatorxm

sdt, its arc indicatorδm
a .

To build an IRC with have to select a set of MIRC that are



arc disjoint:

[priceMIRC] min
∑

m∈M

(costmγm−
∑

(s,d,t)∈Kd

πsdtx
m
sdt)−σ

(7)
∑

m∈M

δm
a γm ≤ 1 a ∈ A (8)

∑

t′∈T :t′≤t

t′ xm
sdt′ ≤

∑

t′∈T :t′≤t

t′ Dsdt′ (s, d, t) ∈ Kd

(9)
∑

t∈T

t xm
sdt ≤ U γm m ∈ M(sd)

(10)
∑

t∈T

t(xm
sdt + xmsit) ≤ U γm m ∈ M(sid)

(11)
∑

t∈T

t(xm
sdt + xmidt) ≤ U γm m ∈ M(sid)

(12)
∑

t∈T

xm
sdt ≥ γm m ∈ M(sid)

(13)
∑

t∈T

(xm
sit + xm

idt) ≥ γm m ∈ M(sid)

(14)

γm ∈ {0, 1} m ∈ M
(15)

xm
sdt ∈ N m ∈ M (16)

whereM(sd) (resp.M(sid)) is the set of single hop (resp.
two hop) MIRCs.
Constraints (8) impose that MIRC are arc disjoint, constraints
(9) are proper column definition constraints, constraints
(10 -12) are wavelength capacity constraints for single and
two hop MIRCs and constraints (13 -14) are minimality
constraints for two hop MIRCs.
To solve the pricing problem we use a greedy heuristic based
on the previous pricing formulation: we generate all potential
single and two hop MIRCs and compute the optimal traffic for
each of them, i.e., we want to maximize

∑

(s,d,t)∈Kd

πsdt xm
sdt

over MIRC definition constraints. Then we sort MIRCs in
increasing order ofcostmγm −

∑

(s,d,t)∈Kd

πsdt xm
sdt and add

them to IRC in construction if there are arc disjoint with
previous added MIRCs. We also have to recompute optimal
traffic for each MIRC that contains traffic previously added,
because flow bounds have changed.

IX. ROUNDING OFFHEURISTIC

The rounding heuristic use the column generation solver to
generate a set of columns corresponding to the traffic demand
vector D (D = D at the first iteration) and then select a
column with fractional value in the master solution to rounding

it to a positive integer value.
Starting from the current solution of the linear relaxationof the
master, we choose the variableγc with some criterion and we
set it to [γc], i.e., to its integer floor value⌊γc⌋ if γc > 1 and
to its integer ceiling value⌈γc⌉ otherwise, i.e., we choose an
IRC c and set all the routing paths on it for[γc] wavelengths. If
there are columns with integer value in the master LP solution
we do set them to their integer value and we iterate without
searching for a fractionnal column to round off.
We restart theheuristic column generationusing residual
demand valuesD, and round off additional variables till either
the master LP becomes infeasible or the master LP solution
is integer. Before generating new columns we delete columns
that are no longer proper according to the updated demand.
Rounding off a column as a significant impact on the integer
solution we are building. It may happen that the first decision
leads to a dead-end in the rounding off procedure, i.e., the
master LP becomes infeasible. To overcome this drawback, we
have to carefully select the columns to round off. We propose
several strategies that not only take in account theγc value but
also their ”quality”, i.e., some criterion that define a column
that would be a part of a good master IP solution:

• Select theγc that is the closest to a positive integer value.
• Select theγc that is the farthest to an integer value.
• From the 5 best columns (i.e. with the largestγc) select

the column that has the greatest ratio of used capacity
over available capacity. This strategy aims at selecting a
column with the largest network capacity usage among
the 5 best columns.

• From the 5 best columns (i.e. with the largestγc) select
the column that has the greatest satisfaction of demand
constraints, i.e., the one with the largest

∑

(s,d,t)∈Kd

t xc
sdt

value. This strategy aims at selecting the column that
satisfies the largest demand.

• From the 5 best columns (i.e. with the largestγc) select
the column that has the greater ratio of satisfied demand
over used capacity. This strategy selects column that
makes a good use of the used capacity. This should result
in selecting columns with short ligthpaths.

• Select randomly a column in the set of columns with
positive master LP value.

X. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

A. Traffic and Network Instances

We tests the three heuristics on NSF and EON networks.
For each network we build five instances, one with the total
traffic for each (s-d) pair lower (resp. larger) than OC-192,
one with a low (resp. large) percentage of small granularities
and one randomly generated with total traffic for each (s-d)
pair lower than two OC-192.
The number of wavelength is adapted to the traffic to make
sure that a feasible solution exists.



Greedy Tabu Search Rounding Off Upper Bound
Value CPU Value CPU Value CPU Value CPU

NSF1 364 362 370 322
NSF2 666 660 620 418
NSF3 1356 1356 1324 1192
NSF4
NSF5 514 504 478 392
EON1 716 716 664 436
EON2 1436 1436 1308
EON3 850 850 774 480
EON4 1184 1184
EON5

B. Comparison

XI. CONCLUSIONS

The conclusion goes here.
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